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In the gospel lesson for today, the recently dead and buried Jesus appears to
his disciples. They are terrified as you might expect. Just days before, they
had seen the cross, the corpse, the sealed tomb. They knew the efficiency of
the Roman execution team. They knew Jesus had died. The only possibility
they could think of was that they were looking at a ghost. 

Jesus responds to their fear first by greeting them with a word of peace:
“Peace be with you,” he says. Then, to assure them that he was indeed a real,
bodily person, Jesus offered his frightened disciples two kinds of evidence: He
showed them the wounds in his hands and feet. “A ghost does not have
muscle and bone as you see that I have.” Then he asked for and ate a piece of
broiled fish. Ghosts do not eat.

Jesus goes to some trouble to prove to the frightened disciples that he is no
ghost just as the Bible goes to great lengths to affirm two things about Jesus,
things the church reaffirms every time we say the creed: 1. He was really
dead. (“He was crucified, died and was buried. He descended to the dead.”)
and 2. He was really, alive again, not as a ghost or a spirit, but wholly, bodily,
fish-eating alive.

So, we say in the creed, “We believe in the resurrection of the BODY!” Even
though most Christians say the creed, I’m not sure how many actually believe
the part about the resurrection of the body. Instead, we believe in the
“immortality of the soul,” that there is something about us that never dies. So
when someone we love dies, we say they passed away or passed on or
crossed over or some such, but we have a hard time even saying the word
“died.” 

The immortality of the soul, however, is not a Christian or biblical belief. The
church teaches the resurrection of the body. That is, we die. And death is real.
John Brown’s body lies a moldering in the grave, along with everyone else’s
who’s ever died, and yours and mine too, some day. We will die, but we who
are baptized live in hope of resurrection, not as spirits, but as real, bodily
beings like Jesus. 
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It is obvious from the amount of effort the scripture writers spend on it that 1st

century people found the bodily resurrection of a dead Jesus as hard to
swallow as we  21st century people do. St. Paul admitted that the real death of
Jesus as a criminal on a cross is a stumbling block and foolishness to most
people, religious and otherwise. 

That is why the risen Christ here in today’s gospel text, after he has shown
that he is no ghost, commissions his disciples to be witnesses – people who
have seen and experienced for themselves the mighty acts of God, people
who have met Jesus and heard his loving words, people who have
experienced in their own lives the power of the Spirit of the risen Lord to
forgive and to change us, people who can tell the story of Jesus and his love
with integrity because they live its truth and its hope. You are witnesses to
these things. 

An attorney I know said, “In court, no lawyer is any better than her witnesses.
To make a good case in court, you have to have reliable testimony.” What
does it mean to be a reliable witness to the resurrected Jesus? 

I have a friend who is a great story teller. Some time ago he was called on to
give testimony in court to a crime he had witnessed. He went to the trial fairly
excited about the idea, prepared to tell a good story, to give the court the
benefit of his insight into the case, to put things into perspective for the jury. 

What he found out was that the court was not interested in his opinion, not
interested in his ability to tell a good story, not interested in his interpretation of
the events of the crime. All the court wanted to know was what he had seen
and heard, personally, himself.  

His value to the court was based one thing: the accuracy of his report. And
that was solely dependent on the reliability of his character. In other words, the
court had to believe that he was not lying, that he was in fact recounting for
them only those things of which he had first-hand knowledge. 

You will be my witnesses...... As members of Christ’s church, we are called,
like the apostles, to be witnesses to the grace and love and living reality of
Jesus in our own lives. We don’t have to establish  scientific evidence of
resurrection. From the ossuary of Joseph to the shroud of Turin, people have
been trying to do that for centuries, but, as I said last week, there is none! 
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Likewise, to be witnesses of the risen Lord, we don’t need to devise convincing
philosophical proofs for the gospel or create consistent theological systems
which will persuade people of the validity of our faith in the Crucified and Risen
One. 

What we have to do to be Jesus’ witnesses is to give believable evidence with
our lives that Jesus is living and present in the world in us, that we have
experience the forgiveness and the change that we have been commissioned
to talk about. 

In the 1986, a group of congregations in Morristown, Tennessee, including the
congregation I was pastor of, started a home for homeless people
(www.matstn.com). It was an unusual place where people who were without a
permanent home could stay as long as they needed to. MATS, as the place
was called has grown considerably and is still going strong serving nine
counties in Upper East Tennessee. 

When we were starting the MATS house we got a little coverage from the local
press. One day at Good Shepherd Lutheran Church we got a letter in an
envelope with no return address. It was from a young marine and included a
check for around $100 and a note that said, “I grew up in this town and this is
the first time I’ve ever heard of any church doing anything to help anybody. I
wanted to be part of it.” 

That’s witness.

In one of the old Andy Griffith shows, Opie meets a hobo named Mr. McFebee.
No one else in town has seen Mr. McFebee, a drifter who has a penchant for
snitching things like pies and fishing lures and then giving them to Opie. When
Opie gets caught with the loot given to him by Mr. McFebee, he is accused of
stealing, all evidence points in Opie’s direction. Opie insists that Mr. McFebee
gave the things to him, but no one believes him except his father, the ever-
wise Sheriff Andy Taylor.  

At one point an exasperated Deputy Barney Fife takes Andy aside and tells
him that he needs to quit coddling Opie and deal with him sternly about his
stealing and lying. 

http://www.matstn.com)
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When Andy suggests that, maybe Opie isn’t stealing and lying, that maybe
there is a Mr. McFebee, Barney objects, “Come on, And. You don’t believe in
Mr. McFebee, do you?!?”

“No,” says Andy, “But I believe in Opie.” 

We know that if people are to experience the forgiveness and change (that’s
what “repent” means in this text) that the Risen One offers the world, they will
experience it in us who bear his name and are his body. 

If our homes and our congregations are places of welcome, of justice, of
mercy, of forgiveness; if they are filled with that evidence that the risen Christ
has changed us, if we are people who clearly bear what St. Paul calls the fruit
of the spirit – love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control – then our witness will have authenticity. It will ring
true. People may be drawn, like that young marine, to the God they can’t see
through the lives of God’s people they do see! 

United Methodist pastor Kristen Grant wrote: “To be a Christian witness is not
simply to repeat what you have heard. It is to give your whole life as evidence
of the truth.  Belief in the resurrected Lord can’t be argued or explained into
someone.  Even Jesus didn’t try that. He knew that the truth had to be seen,
had to be touched, had to be experienced in his own flesh and in the living,
and if necessary dying, witness of his disciples.... We are witnesses when we
live in a way that defies any explanation other than the presence of the risen
Christ within us.”1  

No matter how profound our words or how eloquent our theology, more than
anything we can say, the way we love each other, the way we serve our
neighbors, the way we care for the poor and excluded, the way we welcome
strangers – as God has welcomed, included, cared for, served and love us –
will convince people that maybe we have encountered the risen Lord. That
maybe there is something to the faith we profess. That in the midst of death,
there is hope for life. That Christ is alive,  because he appears to be living in
us.  Amen

1

Kristen Bargeron Grant.  The Christian Century, April 19, 2003.


